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Abstract 

Volatilities of formic acid, acetic acid, sodium acetate, phosphoric acid, sodium dihydrogen phosphate 
and sodium monohydrogen phosphate have been measured at temperatures up to 350 “C using a 
corrosion-resistant static cell with sampling of both phases. Thermodynamic liquid-vapor partitioning 
constants were evaluated as functions of temperature and water density using available information on the 
activity coefficients and association behavior. The results show that at very low concentrations the salts 
are much less volatile than the acids, but as the sodium concentration and pH increase, their contributions 
may be significant. The software used to predict compositions around the steam cycle was revised and 
extended to 19 species in the liquid phase and 19 species in the vapor phase. Example calculations using 
the cycle chemistry program will be discussed. For boilers operated at 350 OC, the mechanical carry-over 
is likely to be the main source of phosphates in the steam. The concentrations of phosphoric acid and 
sodium phosphates in the liquid phase, which are relevant to the “phosphate hide-out” phenomenon, can 
be calculated as a function of pH. 

introduction 

Optimal control of the power plant water/steam cycle chemistry means operating at the maximum of 
efficiency and availability without risking excessive cleaning costs or premature damage of the equipment 
due to corrosion and deposits. Although the concentrations of impurities and water treatment chemicals 
in boiler water are relatively low, the chemistry is complex and not completely understood. The 
complexity arises from dramatic changes in water properties at high temperatures, a significant number of 
ionic and neutral species involved, and possible appearance of new solid phases. 

The properties of carbon steel and its protective layer of iron oxides dictate a range of acceptable pH for 
the boiler water.’ Separate requirements are imposed by the presence of equipment made of other 
materials (e.g. copper). The buffering capacity of the conditioning chemicals can be surpassed in times of 
excursions of the parameters caused by changes in operating conditions or ingress of impurities due to 
leaks. This can create a necessity for increased blowdown, emergency additions of treatment chemicals, 
or even immediate shutdown of the cycle in order to prevent catastrophic boiler tubes failure. All cycle 
components can be affected, since in principle all the chemical species present in the boiler have the .._.-. 
potential to transfer to the other parts of the unit through both vaporous and mechanical carry-over, and 
can be subsequently concentrated through partial condensation or adsorption. Prolonged or frequent 
operation at impurity concentrations far from normal will at best result in shortened times between boiler 
chemical cleanings. The presence of solid phases that may react slowly with the liquid components 
introduce slow responses to process changes (as in the case of phosphate hide-out) that are hard to control 
and may lead to overfeeding of the conditioning chemicals. It is difficult to predict the impact of boiler 
water composition on all the other parts of the water/steam cycle without an accurate knowledge of all the 
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chemical equilibria as a function of temperature. These equilibria include association and hydrolysis of 
the species present in the liquid phase, partitioning of various species between water and steam, solubility, 
adsorption, 5nd chemical reactions of the solid phases. 

This paper describes the part of the research sponsored by EPRI at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
focused on laboratory measurements and modeling of the steam-water partitioning constants of the 
compounds usually found in the water/steam cycle. The two simplest carboxylic acids are common 
water-soluble products of decomposition and oxidation of various organic substances: often by bacteria. 
Carboxylic acids enter the cycle as components of surface or groundwater or are introduced as products of 
decomposition of condensate polishing resins or contamination with solvents, lubricants etc. They are 
major products of thermal breakdown of morpholine.’ Both undissociated acids and carboxylic anions 
can be present in water and steam in proportions varying with temperature and pH. 

Since formic acid is the first member of the carboxylic acids group, some of its properties are quite 
different from those of acetic acid. Formic acid is the strongest aliphatic carboxylic acid and it has a 
hydrogen atom connected directly to the carbonyl group, which is a characteristic of the aldehyde group. 
For this reason formic acid can be oxidized at ambient temperature much easier than any other carboxylic 
acid. Since decomposition reactions strongly depend on the presence of catalysts, available experimental 
results vary greatly, and the survivability of both acids in power plant water/steam cycles are expected to 
vary with the conditions that may be found at a particular installation. Both acids are known to form 
hydrogen-bonded polymers, but the smaller molecules of formic acid are probably able to form structures 
similar in extent to those found in water or lower alcohols. The ambient temperature dielectric constant of 
formic acid is above 50, not far from that of water (80), while the value for acetic acid is only 6.2, 
reflecting the influence of even the shortest alkyl group. 

Phosphates have been used as boiler water treatment for more than 75 years, mainly for their acid-base 
buffering ability, although the original purpose was to prevent the formation of hard calcium scales. The 
three basic regimes of phosphate treatment 3 differ by the overall concentration of phosphates and the 
ratio of sodium to phosphate, which can be changed by using varying proportions of di- and t&sodium 
phosphate, or adding sodium hydroxide. The optimal treatment maintains pH at an optimal value that 
minimizes both caustic and acidic under-deposit attack, while maintaining the level of phosphates 
sufficient to buffer minor impurity fluctuations. However, too high concentration of phosphates was 
recognized as the cause of problems known as “phosphate hide-out and return” and attributed to 
heterogeneous reactions between iron oxides and phosphoric acid. For those plants experiencing 
difficulties with “phosphate hide-out” on Congruent Phosphate Treatment an option of converting to 
Equilibrium Phosphate Treatment using less phosphate has been offered by the EPRI Cycle Chemistry 
Guidelines3 

Thermodynamic description of the volatility of solutes 

In this work the partitioning of solutes between water and steam was modeled using thermodynamic 
partitioning constants. In general, the partitioning constant is the ratio of the molality of the substance in 
the vapor (V) and its molality in the liquid (L) multiplied by the ratio of the corresponding activity 
coeficients, 

(1) 



Ifthe electrolyte is dissociated into k ions, the molality is replaced by the product of ionic molalities, and 
the mean ionic activity coefficient is used (ykk ). 

This approach has been described previously4 in comparison with the traditional ray diagram,5 and is also 
discussed in the paper by Ball et al. at this conference.6 The main advantages of the thermodynamic 
approach are its consistency and rigor. The method can be gradually extended as new experimental 
results become available. The empirical part of the method is encapsulated in the activity coefficients 3: 
which characterize the properties of concentrated solutions in comparison with an ideal standard state of 
the solutes (normally at “infinite dilution”). Correlations of activity coefficients as a function of 
temperature are often found in the literature as a result of experimental data reduction for various types of 
experiments. At low concentrations the agreement with the Debye-Htickel limiting law is enforced, and 
the effects of mixing at high concentrations can be systematically taken into account. Behavior of activity 
coefficients can be compared for various chemical species, extrapolated, or estimated if no information is 
available. 

Consider a two-phase system containing one electrolyte, which can be present in liquid solutions in both 
undissociated (neutral, n) and dissociated (ionized, i) forms at the molalities (moles per kilogram of 
water) of mnL and miL, respectively. The vapor phase will also contain both neutral and ionized forms of 
the electrolyte at the molalities of m “v and miv. It is possible to write six reactions describing 
thermodynamic equilibria in this system: one association-dissociation reaction for each phase, 

iL * nL, and (2) 
iv?=nv , (3) 

and four vapor-liquid partitioning reactions, 

nL = nv, 
iL*nv , 
nL e iv, and 
iL * iv . 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

For each of these reactions a thermodynamic association or partitioning constant based on the mass action 
law can be written, but no more than three of them can be independent. From the thermodynamic point of 
view any set of three of the above constants is sufficient do describe the system. It should be kept in mind 
that the same phenomena that cause solvation of the ions and dissociation of the electrolyte are 
responsible for the low volatility of the ions, and their preference for the denser phase (the liquid). 
Conversely, progressing association in the liquid phase is accompanied by increasing volatility. 
Nevertheless, it is best to pick the constants corresponding to the most reasonable picture of the physical 
phenomena involved. For example, eqution 7 describes free ions in the liquid solution evaporating 
directly to the vapor, a process that is not likely to occur, since the neutral species would evaporate first. 

Figure 1 shows a hypothetical example of four thermodynamic constants for the above system as a 
function of temperature. The curves in Figure 1 were calculated from the equation 

logK=A+B( l/T - l/T,)+Clogp/p, 

where the subscript c denotes the critical point, T is the temperature and p is the density of the liquid or 
vapor at T. The parameters A, B, and C for the four partitioning constants were chosen arbitrarily, but the 
relationships between them are qualitatively correct, reflecting the association and vapor-liquid 
partitioning of a salt. At the critical point of water the two association constants are indistinguishable 
(their parameters A are equal), while the partitioning constant for the neutral species is equal to unity 
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Figure 1. ,Selected equilibrium constants for an aqueous electrolyte as functions of temperature. 
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Figure 2. Molalities of neutral species and ions in an associated two-phase system. 



Note that the concentration of the free ions in the vapor is expected to reach measurable magnitudes only 
very close to the critical point, again following the behavior of the density and the dielectric constant of 
steam. Since association constants in steam are usually not known, the presence of ions in steam is in 
practice ignored. -This assumption reduces the number of thermodynamic constants needed to describe 
the system to only hvo. The constants usually chosen are those corresponding to Equations 2 and 4 or 2 
and 5. If, additionally, the association constant in the liquid is not available, it is often assumed that the 
electrolyte is completely (stoichiometrically) dissociated, and then only the partitioning constant 
corresponding to Equation 5 is needed. In this work, the partitioning of the acids (formic, acetic, and 
phosphoric) was modeled using thermodynamic constants corresponding to Equations 2 and 4 (or 5), 
since association/dissociation constants had been independently measured. For the sodium phosphates, 
stoichiometric dissociation w”as formally assumed and the partitioning constants corresponding to 
Equation 5 were determined from the results of volatility experiments. It should be noted that using this 
approach in principle leads to correct approximate results for total content of phosphates in the vapor 
phase, since the stoichiometric activity coefficients are used. In the case of carboxylic acids, which are 
known to be highly nonideal in aqueous solutions and imperfect in the vapor phase, the validity of using 
stoichiometric activity coefficients was verified by Marshall et al.’ Sodium phosphates are probably 
associated to a significant degree at elevated temperatures, and even the presence of polymerized ions is 
suspected. 

Experimental Method 

The static method with sampling of both liquid and vapor phases was used to measure all the steam-water 
partitioning constants included in this program. The apparatus has been described previously.‘-” It 
consists of a one-liter steel pressure vessel with a platinum/rhodium liner containing the solution. For the 
study of formic and acetic acids a glass cup was used7 instead of the platinum liner, which very 
effectively catalyzed decarboxylation of the acids. The steel vessel is surrounded by an aluminum shield 
with two coaxial wire heaters for precise temperature control. The whole assembly is placed into a tubular 
Marshall furnace, thermostated using a K-type thermocouple and an electronic controller. The 
temperature can be read directly inside the liner with a platinum resistance thermometer. 

The samples were withdrawn carefully through platinum/rhodium capillaries. Ion chromatography, 
potentiometric titration, or atomic-adsorption, graphite-furnace spectroscopy were used to analyze the 
samples. Besides an excellent corrosion resistance,and minimal adsorption of dilute solutes on the walls 
of the apparatus, one of the advantages of the static method over the dynamic, method is a greater control 
of contamination of the vapor phase samples with liquid droplets. This can be achieved by slow and 
careful sampling of the vapor phase and monitoring the mechanical carry-over by adding traces of 
potassium to the liquid phase.g However, since the volume of the liner is only 600-700 ml, the amounts 
of the vapor phase that can be removed are relatively small. The concentrations of low-volatility solutes 
have to be significantly higher than those found in steam cycles of power plants in order to obtain 
sufficient amounts for an accurate analysis. For this reason, independently measured activity coefficients 
are needed to calculate the partitioning constants as described in the next section. 
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Partitioning Constants 

Phosphoric Acid and Sodium Phosphates 

Measurements of phosphate and sodium molalities in liquid and vapor phases were made at 250, 300 and 
350 “C. The vapor molalities were corrected for the amounts due to the volatility of phosphoric acid and 
sodium hydroxide,” as predicted using the partitioning constants measured earlier and the model 
described below. 

For all variants of phosphate treatment, the basic speciation, which can be supported by the present level 
of knowledge, involved seven chemical species present in varying proportions in the liquid and in the 
steam depending on the temperature and pH. These included four species in the liquid (phosphoric acid 
neutral, HsP04, dihydrogen phosphate anion, HzPOd-, monohydrogen phosphate anion, HPOd2‘. and 
phosphate anion, PO:-), and three species in the vapor (phosphoric acid, sodium dihydrogen phosphate, 
NaH2P04, and sodium monohydrogen phosphate, NazHPOe). Dissociation in the steam was neglected. 
Volatility of Na3P04 was also neglected, since attempts to detect it in the vapor phase over solutions of 
POq3‘ in excess OH- at 350 “C yielded no measurable phosphate and sodium levels above that expected 
for a NaOH solution. Normally, the pH in the steam cycle should not reach values high enough for 
significant levels of the phosphate anion (POd3) or associated trisodium phosphate to be present in the 
liquid. Most of the phosphate exists as HPO, and H2PO+ either anions or neutral species formed with the 
sodium cation. The volatilities of the phosphate species are expected to decrease in the order phosphoric 
acid > sodium dihydrogenphosphate > sodium monohydrogenphosphate > sodium phosphate. 

F 

Holmes et al.‘** I3 measured activity coefficients at temperatures up to 250 “C for phosphoric acid and 
sodium phosphates using the ORNL isopiestic apparatus. For phosphoric acid earlier potentiometric 
results of Mesmer and Baes14 for all three association constants up to 300 “C are available, and a 
comprehensive model for the activity coefficients using Pitzer equations in a wide range of temperature 
and concentration was developed. For sodium phosphates high-temperature association has not been 
investigated quantitatively, and the activity coefficients could only be considered on a stoichiometric 
basis. This assumption is close to reality at ambient temperature or at very low concentrations, but the 
behavior of the stoichiometric activity coefficients shown in Figure 3 suggests that the fraction of sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate present as Na” and HP042- ions decreases quickly above the molality of about 0.1. 

This behavior has been usually explained by ionic association, but alkali metal salts should not be 
significantly associated at temperatures below 200 “C. In the case of sodium dihydrogen phosphate the 
activity coefficients are even lower than those given by the extended Debye-Htickel limiting law, as 
indicated by the arrows between the dashed lines and symbols in Figure 3a. This is caused by relatively 
weak attractive solute-solute and solute-solvent interactions in comparison with such typical electrolytes 
as, for example, sodium chloride, represented in Figure 3 by the plot of the Meissner equation for the 
activity coefficient (continuous lines). It is likely that polymerization of the anions followed by 
association with sodium anions occurs in these solutions, as discussed by Holmes et al.*& I3 Sodium 
monohydrogen phosphate appears to be somewhat less associated, since the experimental activity 
coefficients are located above the extended Debye-Htickel limiting law lines (see arrows in Figure 3b). 
This is consistent with the following order of association degrees: phosphoric acid > dihydrogen 
phosphate > monohydrogen phosphate. 
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Figure 3. Stoichiometric activity coefficients for a) sodium dihydrogen phosphate and b) sodium 
monohydrogen phosphate as a function of ionic strength. Experimental results are from 
Holmes et al. l3 

The activity coefficients used for the calculation of partitioning constants from the experimental volatility 
results were taken as the extended Debye-Hiickel limiting law values for sodium dihydrogen phosphate, 
and as the average between the extended Debye-Hiickel limiting law and the Meissner equation for NaCl 
(corrected for the charge type) for sodium’monohydrogen phosphate. Since the highest experimental 
molalities did not exceed 0.3 m, and activity coefficient results were only available up to 250 T, this 
approximation is believed to be fully adequate, taking into account the experimental error of the volatility 
measurements. For phosphoric acid the equation giving the activity coefficient as a function of 
temperature and molality was based on the results of Holmes and Mesmer12 assuming a l-l electrolyte 
model. In this case the experimental error of the volatility results was somewhat less,’ reflecting the 
higher volatility of the acid. 

It is worth noting that the concentrations found in drum boilers on phosphate treatment are low enough 
for the Debye-Htickel limiting law to be fully valid for calculating association and partitioning constants, 
as is clearly visible in Figure 3. More accurate activity coefficients are needed to interpret experimental 
results, since the liquid phase concentrations used in volatility measurements are necessarily much higher. 
Higher concentrations can be also reached in early condensate, in adsorbed liquid films, and in capillary 
pores. At present, only experimental data for activity coefficients of each of the solutes and for their 
mixtures can yield accurate quantitative predictions of the behavior of concentrated solutions. 
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The partitioning constants calculated at three temperatures, were represented by Equation 8. The 
parameter A, equal to the logarithm of the association constant in the critical phase, can be measured 
independently. For phosphoric acid parameter A was determined from the results of Mesmer and Baes14 
using the ionization constants for water given by Marshall and Franck.” Values consistent with 
experimental results were assumed for the phosphates. The parameters A, B, and C for the partitioning 
constants based on molality (mol / kg) are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Parameters of Equation 8 for the partitioning constants corresponding to Equation 5. 

A B/K C 

Phosphoric acid 9.35 1 -3980.67 -19.78 

Sodium dihydrogen phosphate 6 283.20 -24.00 

Sodium monohydrogen phosphate l! 1269.84 -30.58 

Figure 4 compares the partitioning constants for all three phosphate compounds. The partitioning 
constant for sodium dihydrogen phosphate is about four log units lower than that for phosphoric acid, 
reflecting much lower volatility of the salt. In general, however, the values of the partitioning constants 
are not sufficient to compare the magnitude of chemical carry-over for two solutes, since they are in 
general different functions of ionic molalities. For example, consider three “hypothetical” completely 
dissociated aqueous solutions containing PO4 as a) only phosphoric acid, b) only sodium dihydrogen 
phosphate, and c) only sodium monohydrogen phosphate. Table 2 shows the amounts of phosphate in the 
steam calculated for two concentrations in water (0.1 ppm and 10 ppm) assuming that activity coefficients 
are all unity. 

Table 2. An example calculation of phosphate levels in steam at 350 “C. 

Log of the partitioning concentration of phosphate in steam (ppm) 
constant at 350 “C cont. in water = 0.1 ppm cont. in water = 10 ppm 

a> is+ + HzP04- 

b) Na” + H&%4- 

c) 2 Na*+ HPOJ” 

4.14 0.0013 13.0 
-0.025 9.0.10-* 9.0*10A 

3.28 7.2*10-‘” 7.2. lOA 1 

The levels of phosphate in steam do not reflect the magnitudes of the partitioning constants corresponding 
to reaction (3) for compounds of different charge types. Although the partitioning constants for 
phosphoric acid, solution a), and for sodium monohydrogen phosphate, solution c), differ by onIy about 1 
log unit, both salts are much less volatile than the acid at low sodium molalities. However, equilibrium 
calculations indicate that for much more concentrated alkaline phosphate solutions, as the concentration 
of sodium increases, the amounts of phosphates in the steam may remain significant, although practically 
no phosphoric acid is present. 
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Figure 4. Partitioning constants for phosphoric acid, sodium monohydrogen phosphate and sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate. Experimental results are represented by the symbols. The lines are 
calculated from Equation 8 with parameters from Table 1. 

Formic Acid and Acetic Acid 

Both acids together with their sodium salts can form pH buffers, and if they are present in the cycle, the 
knowledge of their association and partitioning constants is necessary to predict pH in various parts of the 
equipment. In agreement with the general, temperature trend which is valid for many electrolytes, (Figure 
2) the acids are mostly associated and highly volatile at the boiler temperature, but they dissociate to a 
significant degree in the turbine and other parts of the cycle causing a drop in pH. Boiler water pH 
readings taken at 25 “C should reflect the effect of dissociation on pH, and the results are also affected by 
ammonia content. 

Equation 4, with the corresponding partitioning constant equivalent to the Henry’s law constant, was 
selected to represent the volatility of the carboxylic acids. This choice is usually made when the 
electrolyte is known to be.highly associated and also volatile. It corresponds to the model of liquid-vapor 
partitioning where only neutral molecules transfer to the vapor phase. Equation 1 written for the acid HA 
is, 

KD = mHA.V YHA.v 
WIA.L YHA,L 
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with ymv invariably set to 1. As noted in the previous section, partitioning constants of two compounds 
can not be directly compared unless they correspond to the same type of partitioning reactions. To make 
a comparison possible, partitioning constants corresponding to both Equations 4 and 5 were calculated for 
phosphoric acid for comparison. The parameters are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Parameters of Equation 9 for partitioning constants corresponding to Equation 4. 

A B/K C 

Acetic acid 0 85.15 -0.01647 

Formic acid 0 -0.1380 -0.6340 

Phosphoric acid 0 -3868.89. -5.817 

The order of volatilities, including some of the compounds investigated in this program, is as follows: 
carbon dioxide > ammonia > sulfur oxide > acetic acid > formic acid > > phosphoric acid = hydrochloric 
acid > ammonium chloride > sodium dihydrogen phosphate = sulfuric acid > sodium chloride > sodium 
hydroxide > sodium hydrogen sulfate. Note that formic acid is less volatile in aqueous solutions than 
acetic acid, although its molecuIes are smaller and its boiling point is lower. This is due to the strong 
interactions between formic acid and water. Such interactions are possible thanks to the hydrogen atom 
holding the place of the hydrocarbon chain present in all other aliphatic hydroxylic acids. 

Modeling the chemistry of the water/steam cycle 

A computer application for Microsoft Windows has been developed to calculate solute concentrations 
around the water/steam cycle. The partitioning between liquid and vapor, ionic association and 
hydrolysis in the liquid phase were calculated using thermodynamic equilibrium constants determined at 
ORNL and available in the literature. Mechanical carry-over is taken into account and compositions in the 
early condensate can be calculated as a function of condensation ratio. The program can produce plots of 
any concentration at each of the eight “locations” in the cycle as a function of another parameter, such as 
the concentration in the boiler, temperature, mechanical carry-over, or the condensation ratio for the early 
condensate. Both specific and cation conductivities of the liquid phase are calculated. The current version 
includes 19 species in the liquid phase and 19.species in the vapor phase. Since the blowdown water 
analysis results are subject to error, one of the input concentrations or the pH needs to be adjusted so that 
the composition is consistent with all chemical equilibria and the ionic balance. In order to keep all the 
parameters, including pH, as measured, a nonvolatile ion can be added so that the ionic balance is 
preserved. The selection of the concentration to be adjusted is made after the program calculates the 
amounts of all possible adjustments and determines the sign of the optional additional ion. 

Example calculation results for a set of concentrations in the boiler corresponding to “equilibrium 
phosphate treatment” (EPT) and “phosphate treatment” (PT)3 are shown in Table 4. For both cases the 
boiler composition is equivalent to trisodium phosphate plus 0.825 ppm free NaOH. The Na/P04 ratio is 
4.96 for EPT and 3.787 for PT. The “normal target” values are well below the Action Level 1 for plants 
without reheat.3 
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Table 4. Calculation results using the steam cycle software. “‘Normal Target” and “Action Level 1” refer 
to concentrations in the boiler. Mechanical carry-over is set to 0.1%. 

Equilibrium Phosphate 
Treatment 

Boiler water 

25 “C 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

Steam 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

Early condensate 
25 ‘C, 0.1% moisture 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

PH 9.62 9.77 9.47 9.66 
ammonia (PPm) 0.8 0.8 ( 1.83 1.84 0.19 0.16 
Sodium h-w4 1.2 2.5 0.0012 0.0026 1.22 1.59 
chloride @pm) 0.025 0.1 0.00003 0.000 1 0.026 0.11 
sulfate (PPm> 0.025 0.1 0.00003 0.0001 0.025 0.10 
phosphate (wm) 1.0 2.5 0.0012 0.0030 1.21 2.96 
cation conduct. (pS/cm) 4.55 12.08 0.057 0.062 5.42 13.96 

Phosphate Treatment 

Boiler water 

25 “C 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

Steam 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

Early condensate 
25 OC, 0.1% moisture 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

I 

PH 9.56 9.67 9.28 9.18 
ammonia (m-4 0.8 0.8 1.84 1.84 0.20 0.18 
Sodium (w-4 2.29 8.60 0.0024 0.0096 2.37 9. 64 
chloride (&m) 0.4 3.0 0.0004 0.0034 0.42 3.45 
sulfate (ppm) 0.6 4.0 0.0006 0.004 1 0.61 4.07 
phosphate bid 2.5 8.0 0.0030 0.0108 3.05 10.80 
cation conduc 2. (i&/cm) 1 20.1 101.5 j 0.066 0.144 ,I 22.5 13.96 ~ I 

The levels of contaminants and treatment chemicals in the steam at 350 “C strongly depend on the degree 
of mechanical carry-over. Besides highly‘volatile compounds, such as ammonia or carboxylic acids, the 
species that can reach significant concentrations in steam are phosphoric acid, hydrochloric acid, and 
sodium hydroxide. Although sodium hydroxide is much less volatile than any of the acids, its 
concentration in water at high pH is significantly higher. For the mechanical carry-over ratio of 0.1% the 
concentrations in steam do not reach values recommended3 for Action Level 1, although the boiler 
concentrations exceed those specified for Action Level 1. However, the mechanical carry-over ratio 
adopted in the EPRI guidelines3 for 350 “C is 0.185%, and for this value steam concentrations will exceed 
Action Level 1 specifications. Note that the cation conductivities in the steam would be significantly 
higher with a nonzero aniount of carbon dioxide. 

Solid solubilities and the kinetics of the processes involved, in the context of dynamics and control of the 
steam cycle, are currently not taken into account in the cycle chemistry software described here. 
However, the current version can provide an immediate insight into the multiple equilibria which are 
impossible to predict without extensive calculations based on a large database of experimental results. 
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Abstract 

Volatilities of formic acid, acetic acid, sodium acetate, phosphoric acid, sodium dihydrogen phosphate 
and sodium monohydrogen phosphate have been measured at temperatures up to 350 “C using a 
corrosion-resistant static cell with sampling of both phases. Thermodynamic liquid-vapor partitioning 
constants were evaluated as functions of temperature and water density using available information on the 
activity coefficients and association behavior. The results show that at very low concentrations the salts 
are much less volatile than the acids, but as the sodium concentration and pH increase, their contributions 
may be signiftcant. The software used to predict compositions around the steam cycle was revised and 
extended to 19 species in the liquid phase and 19 species in the vapor phase. Example calculations using 
the cycle chemistry program will be discussed. For boilers operated at 350 “C, the mechanical carry-over 
is likely to be the main source of phosphates in the steam. The concentrations of phosphoric acid and 
sodium phosphates in the liquid phase, which are relevant to the “phosphate hide-out” phenomenon, can 
be calculated as a function of pH. 

Introduction 

Optimal control of the power plant water/steam cycle chemistry means operating at the maximum of 
efficiency and availability without risking excessive cleaning costs or premature damage of the equipment 
due to corrosion and deposits. Although the concentrations of impurities and water treatment chemicals 
in boiler water are relatively low, the chemistry is complex and not completely understood. The 
complexity arises from dramatic changes in water properties at high temperatures, a significant number of 
ionic and neutral species involved, and possible appearance of new solid phases. 

The properties of carbon steel and its protective layer of iron oxides dictate a range of acceptable pH for 
the boiler water.’ Separate requirements are imposed by the presence of equipment made of other 
materials (e.g. copper). The buffering capacity of the conditioning chemicals can be surpassed in times of 
excursions of the parameters caused by changes in operating conditions or ingress of impurities due to 
leaks. This can create a necessity for increased blowdown, emergency additions of treatment chemicals, 
or even immediate shutdown of the cycle in order to prevent catastrophic boiler tubes failure. All cycl,e 
components can be affected, since in principle all the chemical species present in the boiler have the 
potential to transfer to the other parts of the unit through both vaporous and mechanical carry-over, and 
can be subsequently concentrated through partial condensation or adsorption. Prolonged or frequent 
operation at impurity concentrations far from normal will at best result in shortened times between boiler 
chemical cleanings. The presence of solid phases that may react slowly with the liquid components 
introduce slow responses to process changes (as in the case of phosphate hide-out) that are hard to control 
and may lead to overfeeding of the conditioning chemicals. It is difficuh to predict the impact of boiler 
water composition on all the other parts of the water/steam cycle without an accurate knowledge of all the 
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Volatilities of formic acid, acetic acid, sodium acetate, phosphoric acid, sodium dihydrogen phosphate 
and sodium monohydrogen phosphate have been measured at temperatures up to 350 “C using a 
corrosion-resistant static cell with sampling of both phases. Thermodynamic liquid-vapor partitioning 
constants were evaluated as functions of temperature and water density using available information on the 
activity coefficients and association behavior. The results show that at very low concentrations the salts 
are much less volatile than the acids, but as the sodium concentration and pH increase, their contributions 
may be significant. The software used to predict compositions around the steam cycle was revised and 
extended to 19 species in the liquid phase and 19 species in the vapor phase. Example calculations using 
the cycle chemistry program will be discussed. For boilers operated at 350 OC, the mechanical carry-over 
is likely to be the main source of phosphates in the steam. The concentrations of phosphoric acid and 
sodium phosphates in the liquid phase, which are relevant to the “phosphate hide-out” phenomenon, can 
be calculated as a function of pH. 

Introduction 

Optimal control of the power plant water/steam cycle chemistry means operating at the maximum of 
efficiency and availability without risking escessive cleaning costs or premature damage of the equipment 
due to corrosion and deposits. Although the concentrations of impurities and ivater treatment chemicals 
in boiler water are relatively low, the chemistry is complex and not completely understood. The 
complesity arises from dramatic changes in water properties at high temperatures, a significant number of 
ionic and neutral species involved, and possible appearance of new solid phases. 

The properties of carbon steel and its protective layer of iron oxides dictate a range of acceptable pH for 
the boiler water.’ Separate requirements are imposed by the presence of equipment made of other 
materials (e.g. copper). The buffering capacity of the conditioning chemicals can be surpassed in times of 
,excursions of the parameters caused by changes in operating conditions or ingress of impurities due to 
leaks, This can create a necessity for increased blowdown, emergency additions of treatment chemicals, 
or even immediate shutdown of the cycle in order to prevent catastrophic boiler tubes failure. All cycle 
components can be affected, since in principle all the chemical species present in the boiler have the 
potentiai to transfer to the other parts of the unit through both vaporous and mechanical carry-over, and 
can be subsequently concentrated through partial condensation or adsorption. Prolonged or frequent 
operation at impurity concentrations far from normal will at best result in shortened times between boiler 
chemical cleanings. The presence of solid phases that may react slowly with the liquid components 
introduce slow responses to process changes (as in the case of phosphate hide-out) that are hard to control 
and may lead to overfeeding of the conditioning chemicals. It is difficult to predict the impact of boiler 
water composition on all the other parts of the water/steam cycle without an accurate knowledge of all the 



chemical equilibria as a function of temperature. These equilibria include association and hydrolysis of 
the species present in the liquid phase, partitioning of various species between water and steam, solubility, 
adsorption, !md chemical reactions of the solid phases. 

This paper describes the part of the research sponsored by EPRI at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
focused on laboratory measurements and modeling of the steam-water partitioning constants of the 
compounds usually found in the water/steam cycle. The two simplest carboxylic acids are common 
water-soluble products of decomposition and oxidation of various organic substances, often by bacteria. 
Carboxylic acids enter the cycle as components of surface or groundwater or are introduced as products of 
decomposition of condensate polishing resins or contamination with solvents, lubricants etc. They are 
major products of thermal breakdown of morpholine.2 Both undissociated acids and carboxylic anions 
can be present in water and steam in proportions varying with temperature and pH. 

Since formic acid is the first member of the carboxylic acids group, some of its properties are quite 
different from those of acetic acid. Formic acid is the strongest aliphatic carboxylic acid and it has a 
hydrogen atom connected directly to the carbonyl group, which is a characteristic of the aldehyde group. 
For this reason formic acid can be oxidized at ambient temperature much easier than any other carboxylic 
acid. Since decomposition reactions strongly depend on the presence of catalysts, available experimental 
results vary greatly, and the survivability of both acids in power plant water/steam cycles are expected to 
vary with the conditions that may be found at a particular installation. Both acids are knoti to form 
hydrogen-bonded polymers, but the smaller molecules of formic acid are probably able to form structures 
similar in extent to those found in water or lower alcohols. The ambient temperature dielectric constant of 
formic acid is above 50, not far from that of water (SO), while the value for acetic acid is only 6.2, 
reflecting the influence of even the shortest alkyl group. 

Phosphates have been used as boiler water treatment for more than 75 years, mainly for their acid-base 
buffering ability, although the original purpose was to prevent the formation of hard calcium scales. The 
three basic regimes of phosphate treatment 3 differ by the overall concentration of phosphates and the 
ratio of sodium to phosphate, which can be changed by using varying proportions of di- and tri-sodium 
phosphate, or adding sodium hydroxide. The optimal treatment maintains pII at an optimal value that 
minimizes both caustic and acidic under-deposit attack, while maintaining the level of phosphates 
sufficient to buffer minor impurity fluctuations. However, too high concentration of phosphates was 
recognized as the cause of problems known as “phosphate hide-out and return” and attributed to 
heterogeneous reactions between iron oxides and phosphoric acid. For those plants experiencing 
difficulties with “phosphate hide-out” on Congruent Phosphate Treatment an option of converting to 
Equilibrium Phosphate Treatment using less phosphate has been offered by the EPBI Cycle Chemistry 
Guidelines.3 

Thermodynamic description of the volatility of solutes 

In this work the partitioning of solutes between water and steam was modeled using thermodynamic 
partitioning constants. In general, the partitioning constant is the ratio of the molality of the substance in 
the vapor (V) and its molality in the liquid (L) multiplied by the ratio of the corresponding activity 
coefficients, 

mv Yv K,=--. 

mL YL 



. 

If the electrolyte is dissociated into k ions, the molality is replaced by the product of ionic molalities, and 
the mean ionic activity coefficient is used ( ykk ). 

This approach has been described previously4 in comparison with the traditional ray diagram,5 and is also 
discussed in the paper by Ball et al. at this conference.6 The main advantages of the thermodynamic 
approach are its consistency and rigor. The method can be gradually extended as new experimental 
results become available. The empirical part of the method is encapsulated in the activity coefficients “/, 
which characterize the properties of concentrated solutions in comparison with an ideal standard state of 
the solutes (normally at “infinite dilution”). Correlations of activity coefficients as a function of 
temperature are often found in the literature as a result of experimental data reduction for various types of 
experiments. At low concentrations the agreement with the Debye-Htickel limiting law is enforced, and 
the effects of mixing at high concentrations can be systematically taken into account. Behavior of activity 
coefficients can be compared for various chemical species, extrapolated, or estimated if no information is 
available. 

Consider a two-phase system containing one electrolyte, which can be present in liquid solutions in both 
undissociated (neutral, M) and dissociated (ionized, i) forms at the molalities (moles per kilogram of 
water) of mnL and mir,, respectively. The vapor phase will also contain both neutral and ionized forms of 
the electrolyte at the molalities of m,v and miv. It is possible to write six reactions describing 
thermodynamic equilibria in this system: one association-dissociation reaction for each phase, 

iL = nL, and (2) 
iv*nv , (3) 

and four vapor-liquid partitioning reactions, 

n. = nv, 
IL-V , 

nL = iv, and 
iL *iv . 

(6) 
(7) 

For each of these reactions a thermodynamic association or partitioning constant based on the mass action 
law can be written, but no more than three of them can be independent. From the thermodynamic point of 
view any set of three of the above constants is sufficient do describe the system. It should be kept in mind 
that the same phenomena that cause solvation of the ions and dissociation of the electrolyte are 
responsible for the low volatility of the ions, and their preference for the denser phase (the liquid). 
Conversely, progressing association in the liquid phase is accompanied by increasing volatility. 
Nevertheless, it is best to pick the constants corresponding to the most reasonable picture of the physical 
phenomena involved. For example, eqution 7 describes free ions in the liquid solution evaporating 
directly to the vapor, a process that is not likely to occur, since the neutral species would evaporate first. 

Figure 1 shows a hypothetical example of four thermodynamic constants for the above system as a 
function of temperature. The curves in Figure 1 were calculated from the equation 

logK=A+B( l/7’ - l/T,)+Clogp/p, (8) 

where the subscript c denotes the critical point, T is the temperature and p is the density of the liquid or 
vapor at T. The parameters A, B, and C for the four partitioning constants were chosen arbitrarily, but the 
relationships between them are qualitatively correct, reflecting the association and vapor-liquid 
partitioning of a salt. At the critical point of water the two association constants are indistinguishable 
(their parameters A are equal), while the partitioning constant for the neutral species is equal to unity 
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Figure 1. Selected equilibrium constants for an aqueous electrolyte as tinctions of temperature. 
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Figure 2. Molalities of neutral species and ions in an associated two-phase system. 



Note that the concentration of the free ions in the vapor is expected to reach measurable magnitudes only 
very close to the critical point, again following the behavior of the density and the dielectric constant of 
steam. Since association constants in steam are’usually not known, the presence of ions in steam is in 
practice ignored. This assumption reduces the number of thermodynamic constants needed to describe 
the system to only hvo. The constants usually chosen are those corresponding to Equations 2 and 4 or 2 
and 5. If, additionally, the association constant in the liquid is not available, it is often assumed that the 
electrolyte is completely (stoichiometrically) dissociated, and then only the partitioning constant 
corresponding to Equation 5 is needed. In this work, the partitioning of the acids (formic, acetic, and 
phosphoric) was modeled using thermodynamic constants corresponding to Equations 2 and 4 (or 5), 
since association/dissociation constants had been independently measured. For the sodium phosphates, 
stoichiometric dissociation was .formally assumed and the partitioning constants corresponding to 
Equation 5 were determined from the results of volatility experiments. It should be noted that using this 
approach in principle leads to correct approximate results for total content of phosphates in the vapor 
phase, since the stoichiometric activity coefficients are used. In the case of carboxylic acids, which are 
known to be highly nonideal in aqueous solutions and imperfect in the vapor phase, the validity of using 
stoichiometric activity coefficients was verified by Marshall et ,+~f.~ Sodium phosphates are probably 
associated to a significant degree at elevated temperatures, and even the presence of polymerized ions is 
suspected. 

Experimental Method 

The static method with sampling of both liquid and vapor phases was used to measure all the steam-water 
partitioning constants included in this program. The apparatus has been described previously.*-” It 
consists of a one-liter steel pressure vessel with a platinum/rhodium liner containing the solution. For the 
study of formic and acetic acids a glass cup was used’ instead of the platinum liner, which very 
effectively catalyzed decarboxylation of the acids. The steel vessel is surrounded by an aluminum shield 
with two coaxial wire heaters for precise temperature control. The whole assembly is placed into a tubular 
Marshall furnace, thermostated using a K-type thermocouple and an electronic controller. The 
temperature can be read directly inside the liner with a platinum resistance thermometer. 

The samples were withdrawn carefully through platinum/rhodium capillaries. Ion chromatography, 
potentiometric titration, or atomic-adsorption, graphite-furnace spectroscopy were used to analyze the 
samples. Besides an excellent corrosion resistance and minimal adsorption of dilute solutes on the walls 
of the apparatus, one of the advantages of the static method over the dynamic method is a greater control 
of contamination of the vapor phase samples with liquid droplets. This can be achieved by slow and 
careful sampling of the vapor phase and monitoring the mechanical carry-over by adding traces of 
potassium to the liquid phase.’ However, since the volume of the liner is only 600-700 ml, the amounts 
of the vapor phase that can be removed are relatively small. The concentrations of low-volatility solutes 
have to be significantly higher than those found in steam cycles of power plants in order to obtain 
sufficient amounts for an accurate analysis. For this reason, independently measured activity coefficients 
are needed to calculate the partitioning constants as described in the next section. 
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Partitioning Constants 

Phosphoric Acid and Sodium Phosphates 

Measurements of phosphate and sodium molalities in liquid and vapor phases were made at 250, 300 and 
350 “C. The vapor molalities were corrected for the amounts due to the volatility of phosphoric acid and 
sodium hydroxide,” as predicted using the partitioning constants measured earlier and the model 
described below. 

For all variants of phosphate treatment, the basic speciation, which can be supported by the present level 
of knowledge, involved seven chemical species present in varying proportions in the liquid and in the 
steam depending on the temperature and pH. These included four species in the liquid (phosphoric acid 
neutral, H3P04, dihydrogen phosphate anion, H2P04,monohydrogen phosphate anion, HPO~2W. and 
phosphate anion, P043A), and three species in the vapor (phosphoric acid, sodium dihydrogen phosphate, 
NaHZP04, and sodium monohydrogen phosphate, NaZHP04). Dissociation in the steam was neglected. 
Volatility of Na3P04 was also neglected, since attempts to detect it in the vapor phase over solutions of 
POq3- in excess OH‘ at 350 “C yielded no measurable phosphate and sodium levels above that expected 
for a NaOH solution. Normally, the pH in the steam cycle should not reach values high enough for 
significant levels of the phosphate anion (POh3) or associated &odium phosphate to be present in the 
liquid. Most of the phosphate exists as HP04 and HzPOh either anions or neutral species formed with the 
sodium cation. The volatilities of the phosphate species are expected to decrease in the order phosphoric 
acid > sodium dihydrogenphosphate > sodium monohydrogenphosphate > sodium phosphate. 

Holmes et a/.‘** I3 measured activity coefficients, at temperatures up to 250 “C for phosphoric acid and 
sodium phosphates using the ORNL isopiestic apparatus. For phosphoric acid earlier potentiometric 
results of Mesmer and Baes14 for all three association constants up to 300 “C are available, and a 
comprehensive model for the activity coefficients using Pitzer equations in a wide range of temperature 
and concentration was developed. For sodium phosphates high-temperature association has not been 
investigated quantitatively, and the activity coefficients could only be considered on a stoichiometric 
basis. This assumption is close to reality at ambient temperature or at very low concentrations, but the 
behavior of the stoichiometric activity coefficients shown in Figure 3 suggests that the fraction of sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate present as Na’ and HPOd*- ions decreases quickly above the molality of about 0.1. 

This behavior has been usually explained by ionic association, but alkali metal salts should not be 
significantly associated at temperatures below 200 “C. In the case of sodium dihydrogen phosphate the 
activity coefficients are even lower than those given by the extended Debye-Htickel limiting law, as 
indicated by the arrows between the dashed lines and symbols in Figure 3a. This is caused by relatively 
weak attractive solute-solute and solute-solvent interactions in comparison with such typical electrolytes 
as, for example, sodium chloride, represented in Figure 3 by the plot of the Meissner equation for the 
activity coefficient (continuous lines). It is likely that polymerization of the anions followed by 
association with sodium anions occurs in these solutions, as discussed by Holmes et &.I2 I3 Sodium 
monohydrogen phosphate appears to be somewhat less associated, since the experimental activity 
coefficients are located above the extended Debye-Htickel limiting law lines (see arrows in Figure 3b). 
This is consistent with the following order of association degrees: phosphoric acid > dihydrogen 
phosphate > monohydrogen phosphate. 
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Figure 3. Stoichiometric activity coefficients for a) sodium dihydrogen phosphate and b) sodium 
monohydrogen phosphate as a function of ionic strength. Experimental results are from 
Holmes et ~1.‘~ 

The activity coefficients used for the calculation of partitioning constants from the experimental volatility 
results were taken as the extended Debye-Hhckel limiting law values for sodium dihydrogen phosphate, 
and as the average between the extended Debye-Hiickel limiting law and the Meissner equation for NaCl 
(corrected for the charge type) for sodium’monohydrogen phosphate. Since the highest experimental 
molalities did not exceed 0.3 m, and activity coefficient results were only available up to 250 “C, this 
approximation is believed to be fully adequate;taking into account the experimental error of the volatility 
measurements. For phosphoric acid the equation giving the activity coefficient as a tinction of 
temperature and molality was based on the results of Holmes and Mesmer’* assuming a l-l electrolyte 
model. In this case the experimental error of the volatility results was somewhat less, reflecting the 
higher volatility of the acid. 

It is worth noting that the concentrations, found in drum boilers on phosphate treatment are low enough 
for the Debye-Htickel limiting law to be fully valid for calculating association and partitioning constants, 
as is clearly visible in Figure 3. More accurate activity coefficients are needed to interpret experimental 
results, since the liquid phase concentrations used in volatility measurements are necessarily much higher. 
Higher concentrations can be also reached in early condensate, in adsorbed liquid films, and in capillary 
pores. At present, only experimental data for activity coefficients of each of the solutes and for their 
mixtures can yield accurate quantitative predictions of the behavior of concentrated solutions, 
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The partitioning constants calculated at three temperatures were represented by Equation 8. The 
parameter A, equal to the logarithm of the association constant in the critical phase, can be measured 
independently. For phosphoric acid parameter A was determined from the results of Mesmer and Baes14 
using the ionization constants for water given by Marshall and Franck.lS Values consistent with 
experimental results were assumed for the phosphates. The parameters A, B, and C for the partitioning 
constants based on molality (mol / kg) are given in Table 1. 

Tablel. Parameters of Equation 8 for the partitioning constants corresponding to Equation 5, 

Phosphoric acid 
Sodium dihydrogen phosphate 
Sodium monohydrogen phosphate 

A B/K c ” 
9.35 1 -3980.67 -19.78 
6 283.20 -24.00 

11 1269.84 -30.98 

Figure 4 compares the,partitioning constants for all three phosphate compounds. The partitioning 
constant for sodium dihydrogen phosphate is about four log units lower than that for phosphoric acid, 
reflecting much lower volatility of the salt. In general, however, the values of the partitioning constants 
are not sufficient to compare the magnitude of chemical carry-over for two solutes, since they are in 
general different functions of ionic molalities. For example, consider three “hypothetical” completely 
dissociated aqueous solutions containing PO4 as a) only phosphoric acid, b) only sodium dihydrogen 
phosphate, and c) only sodium monohydrogen phosphate. Table 2 shows the amounts of phosphate in the 
steam calculated for two concentrations in water (0.1 ppm and 10 ppm) assuming that activity coefficients 
are all unity. 

Table 2. An example calculation of pf!osphate levels in steam at 350 “C. 

4 I++ + HzPOb- 
b) Nd + HzPOd- 
c) 2 Na’ + HPOJ” 

Log of the partitioning concentration of phosphate in steam (ppm) 
constant at 350 “C cont. in water = 0.1 ppm cont. in water = 10 ppm 

4.14 0.0013 13.0 
-0.025 9.0*10-* 9.0*104 
3.28 7.2.1 O-” 7.2.10-’ 

The levels of phosphate in steam do not reflect the magnitudes of the partitioning constants corresponding 
to reaction (3) for compounds of different charge types. Although the partitioning constants for 
phosphoric acid, soIution a), and for sodium monohydrogen phosphate, solution c), differ by only about 1 
log unit, both salts are much less volatile than the acid at low sodium molalities. However, equilibrium 
calculations indicate that for much more concentrated alkaline phosphate solutions, as the concentration 
of sodium increases, the amounts of phosphates in the steam may remain significant, although practically 
no phosphoric acid is present. 
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Figure 4. Partitioning constants for phosphoric acid, sodium monohydrogen phosphate and sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate. Experimental results are represented by the symbols. The lines are 
calculated from Equation 8 with parameters from Table 1. 

Formic Acid and Acetic Acid 

Both acids together with their sodium salts can form pH buffers, and if they are present in the cycle, the 
knowledge of their association and partitioning constants is necessary to predict pH in various parts of the 
equipment. In agreement with the general, temperature trend which is valid for many electrolytes, (Figure 
2) the acids are mostly associated and highly volatile at the boiler temperature, but they dissociate to a 
significant degree in the turbine and other parts of the cycle causing a drop in pH. Boiler water pH 
readings taken at 25 “C should reflect the effect of dissociation on pH, and the results are also affected by 
ammonia content. 

Equation 4, with the corresponding partitioning constant equivalent to the Henry’s law constant, was 
selected to represent the volatility of the carboxylic acids. This choice is usually made when the 
electrolyte is known to be highly associated and also volatile. It corresponds to the model of liquid-vapor 
partitioning where only neutral molecules transfer to the vapor phase. Equation 1 written for the acid HA 
is, 

KD = mHA.v YHA.v 

%A.L YHA.L 
(10) 



with yHAv invariably set to 1. As noted in the previous section, partitioning constants of two compounds 
can not be directly compared unless they correspond to the same type of partitioning reactions. To make 
a comparison possible, partitioning constants corresponding to both Equations 4 and 5 were calculated for 
phosphoric acid for comparison, The parameters are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Parameters of Equation 9 for partitioning constants corresponding to Equation 4. 

Acetic acid 
Formic acid 
Phosphoric acid 

A B/K C 
0 85.15 -0.01647 
0 -0.1380 -0.6340 
0 -3868.89 -5.8 17 

The order of volatilities, including some of the compounds investigated in this program, is as follows: 
carbon dioxide > ammonia > sulfi.u- oxide > acetic acid > formic acid > > phosphoric acid = hydrochloric 
acid > ammonium chloride > sodium dihydrogen phosphate = sulfuric acid > sodium chloride > sodium 
hydroxide > sodium hydrogen sulfate. Note that formic acid is less volatile in aqueous solutions than 
acetic acid, although its molecules are smaller and its boiling point is lower. This is due to the strong 
interactions between formic acid and water. Such interactions are possible thanks to the hydrogen atom 
holding the place of the hydrocarbon chain present in all other aliphatic hydroxylic acids. 

Modeling the chemistry of the water/steam cycle 

A computer application for Microsoft Windows has been developed to calculate solute concentrations 
around the water/steam cycle. The partitioning between liquid and vapor, ionic association and 
hydrolysis in the liquid phase were calculated using thermodynamic equilibrium constants determined at 
ORNL and available in the literature. Mechanical carry-over is taken into account and compositions in the 
early condensate can be calculated as a function of condensation ratio. The program can produce plots of 
any concentration at each of the eight “locations” in the cycle as a function of another parameter, such as 
the concentration in the boiler, temperature, mechanical carry-over, or the condensation ratio for the early 
condensate. Both specific and cation conductivities of the liquid phase are calculated. The current version 
includes 19 species in the liquid phase and 19 species in the vapor phase. Since the blowdown water 
analysis results are subject to error, one of the input concentrations or the pH needs to be adjusted so that 
the composition is consistent with all chemical equilibria and the ionic balance. In order to keep all the 
parameters, including pH, as measured, a nonvolatile ion can be added so that the ionic balance is 
preserved. The selection of the concentration to be adjusted is made after the program calculates the 
amounts of all possible adjustments and determines the sign of the optional additional ion. 

Example calculation results for a set of concentrations in the boiler corresponding to “equilibrium 
phosphate treatment” (EPT) and “phosphate treatment” (PT)3 are shown in Table 4. For both cases the 
boiler composition is equivalent to trisodium phosphate plus 0.825 ppm free NaOH. The Na/P04 ratio is 
4.96 for EPT and 3.787 for PT. The “normal target” values are well below the Action Level 1 for plants 
without reheat.3 



. 

. 

Table 4. Calculation results using the steam cycle software. “Normal Target” and “Action Level 1” refer 
to concentrations in the boiler. Mechanical carry-over is set to O.l%.. 

Boiler water Steam Early condensate 

Equilibrium Phosphate 
Treatment 

25 “C 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

Norma1 
Target 

Action 
Level 1 

25 OC, 0.1% moisture 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

I 

PH 1 9.62 9.77 ( 1 9.47 9.66 I 
I ammonia (uum) I 0.8 0.8 I 1.83 1.84 I 0.19 0.16 1 

’ Sodium ibbmi 1.2 2.5 0.0012 0.0026 1.22 1.59 
chloride (PPm) 0.025 0.1 0.00003 0.000 1 0.026 0.11 
sulfate (PPm) 0.025 0.1 0.00003 0.000 1 0.025 0.10 
phosphate (ppm> 1.0 2.5 0.0012 0.0030 1.21 2.96 
cation conduct. (pS/cm) 4.55 12.08 0.057 0.062 5.42 13.96 

r Boiler water 

Phosphate Treatment 

PH 
ammonia (nom) 

25 “C 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

9.56 9.67 
0.8 0.8 

Steam 

Normal Action 
Target Level 1 

Early condensate 
25 OC, 0.1% moisture 

Norma1 Action 
Target Level 1 

9.28 9.18 
1.84 1.84 0.20 0.18 
0.0024 0.0096 ‘2.37 9.64 
0.0004 0.0034 0.42 3.45 
0.0006 0.004 1 0161 4.07 
0.0030 0.0108 3.05 10.80 

! 

0.066 0.144 ) 22.5 13.96 

The levels of contaminants and treatment chemicals in the steam at 350 “C strongly depend on the degree 
of mechanical carry-over. Besides highly ‘volatile compounds, such as ammonia or carboxylic acids, the 
species that can reach significant concentrations in steam are phosphoric acid, hydrochloric acid, and 
sodium hydroxide. Although sodium hydroxide is much less volatile than any of the acids, its 
concentration in water at high pH is significantly higher. For the mechanical carry-over ratio of 0.1% the 
concentrations in steam do not reach values recommended3 for Action Level 1, although the boiler 
concentrations exceed those specified for Action Level 1. However, the mechanical carry-over ratio 
adopted in the EPFU guidelines3 for 350 “C is 0.185%, and for this value steam concentrations will exceed 
Action Level 1 specifications. Note that the cation conductivities in the steam would be significantly 
higher with a nonzero amount of carbon dioxide. 

Solid solubilities and the kinetics of the processes involved, in the context of dynamics and control of the 
steam cycle, are currently not taken into account in the cycle chemistry software described here. 
However, the current version can provide an immediate insight into the multiple equilibria which are 
impossible to predict without extensive calculations based on a large database of experimental results. 
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